2001 jaguar convertible

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a
questionnaire that is sent to subscribers. In the questionnaire, we ask subscribers to note any
problems with their cars that occurred in the past 12 months. They are asked to identify
problems that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime. A typical
model has about to samples for each model year. For some model years, typically those of older
or less popular cars, we do not have a large enough sample size to provide results of statistical
confidence. There are several ways in which a savvy car buyer can still research the quality of a
car. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received
this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Jaguar XK Change Vehicle. There are 2
recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. No Detailed Data Available
Consumer Reports obtains its reliability data from a questionnaire that is sent to subscribers.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Definitely first class! Everyone at the
dealership , from the detail man to the assistant manager manager , were all courteous and
professional. The vehicle that I purchased was clean and in good shape. We drove the vehicle
from Dallas to Little Rock , Ark. Was sold in the morning. Overpriced in my opinion. Called for
info on vehicle, first the person on phone said they had it, then didn't have it, and basically had
no idea what we were talking about. CarFax missed a "Frame Damage" report that the auction
house and all other car-history sites accurately reported. I also have heard other negative
reports about this "Mike" Hammoudi sp? Dealer is cordial and friendly over the phone but never
returns calls to give updates. He wouldn't accept working with any of CarGurus' finance
companies, and after several weeks of trying to purchase one of his vehicles, I gave up and
bought a car elsewhere. I'd never buy a car from them or advise anyone to shop for a car there.
Excellent communications, fast response, very friendly environment, I love the vehicle, thank
you for showing me options, looking forward to do business with you. Great sales person but
not sure about the car due to color not what im looking for. But still contact them again for
future z. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller: Melvin. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller:
David. Ruskin, FL Message Seller. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. The interior is
exquisitely tasteful blending old and new features, such as the wood dashboard along with all
of the modern technology of a vehicle such as this. This car literally fits my 6 8 frame like a
glove with ample legroom and headroom. XK is the last of the big Jags. Owned two of them.
Great cars. Sure wish I didnt sell my last one! That is what I think about he XK! This is a
fabulous car that I got for my wife It is fun and sporty. We constantly get compliments on the
"all-black" appearance package. A one of a kind beauty. Very well put together. Quick up-down
on top. Decent trunk space for a convertible. Back-up camera. Heated and cooled seats. Heated
steering wheel. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Convertibles features a power-operated top
that lowers, raises and locks into place with the push of a button, as long as the car is moving
at speeds under 10 miles per hour. Stylistically, the XK8 is one of the best-looking luxury
coupes available. Headlights slope off with a feline's squint and lead to lines that hark back to
earlier Jaguars. The hood's subtle contours form two long, graceful indentations that, from
inside, conform nicely to the driver and passenger positions. Like most coupes, legroom for the
front passengers is excellent, but rear-passenger accommodations are quite minimal. The XK8's
luxury materials are impressive, with Connolly leather used on the seats, center console, door
panels and steering wheel. The leather is matched up with extensive use of burl walnut wood.

Another nice touch is the interior chrome door handles that also have integrated power door
locks. Much of the plastic is disappointing, however. It reeks of Ford's influence, and often
looks like it was lifted from a Crown Victoria. The navigation system is fussy to operate, but it is
DVD-based, which means it can store considerably more point-of-interest information than a CD
ROM-based system. Both the XK8 Coupe and Convertible come with a 4. This is the same
engine that is used in the XJ8 Sedan. It produces horsepower at 6, rpm and foot-pounds of
torque at 4, rpm. A smooth-shifting and intuitive five-speed automatic is the only transmission
available. The V8 is docile during cruising, but it is also capable of producing surges of power
when asked. Acceleration from zero to 60 takes about 6. Need more? With a huge Eaton M
supercharger, twin air-to-liquid intercoolers, and minor structural changes, the XKR's engine
cranks out horsepower at 6, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 3, rpm. To handle this extra
power, Jaguar gives the XKR an upgraded suspension and inch wheels. This does not come at
the expense of ride quality, as the Jag is comfortable and quiet on high-speed cruises. The
speed-sensitive steering is slightly overboosted, but it will nevertheless guide you through
turns with precision. This is about as close to a classic GT car as you can get. The German cars
are likely to be better values, but they can't match the Jaguar's level of class and grace. Doing
so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then
select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used
Jaguar XK-Series Convertible. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Cramped interior space, cheap-o plastics, fussy GPS system.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the XK-Series for
sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop
near Edmunds' Expert Review. Smooth, sleek and sexy, the XK is more of a gran turismo than a
true sports car. Vehicle overview. For , there are standard child seat-anchor points for the rear
seats and a reverse parking-control system. Read more. Write a review See all 21 reviews.
Excellent Experience everyday. This was my first used car purchase, so I was hesitant. But I got
a good deal on a 5 year old jag XK convertible. It was gorgeous!!! I have now owned it for many
years and put about 40k miles on it. It has been such a fun car to drive and own, it converted us
to be loyal Jag owners. We now have just purchased our 4th jag XF and have loved every one of
them. The scare tactics that other dealers told us were all lies. We have had nothing but
wonderful experiences with our Jags. In fact, I have been more satisfied with our 4 Jags than
any of our Toyotas or Hondas or Lexus vehicles which we still own as utility vehicles. These
have been the best car buying purchases we've ever made! Read less. This car has been an
excellent vehicle as the second owner. Fuel economy for a V-8 has been very good. The only
caution is it is very gas sensitive, meaning lower quality premium fuel will impact performance
significantly. I'd recommend the car to anyone. I LOVE this car. It's even better thanI thought it
would be! I bought the car because I've always admired the Jaguar look. I expected that driving
the car wouldn't be as great an experience as looking at it. But I was wrong - driving is just as
enjoyable! For my money, the Jaguar XK is far and away the best looking late model convertible
available. For it to be as great to drive short or long distances is a bonus that makes the car
impossible to beat. I considered models of four cars I have owned in the past. This time I bought
an XK8 after due consideration. It had 14, miles on it. I probably would not have bought it except
that because they depreciate so fast I got one for just over 30K. I am favorably impressed with
the car. It combines a gorgeous sports car look with pretty good performance, very good gas
mileage 26 mpg hghway , good ride and handling and a lot of creature comforts. Since my wife
liked the car at test drive time it was an easy sell for me. No complaints. Write a review. People
who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
XK-Series. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In

addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

